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Volume CXII, Issue 23
Future President Penrod Elected by Campus
Penrodprevails to defeat Weaver in run-o- ff election
COLLEEN DUNN
On Tuesday, April 9, the student
body elected Stephen Penrod 97 to
be the next president of SGA. Win-
ner byamargin offorty votes, Penrod
discussed his feelings about this
year s studentpolitics, as well as his
plans for the future.
Whenever a change in adminis-
tration occurs, there is a great deal
of learning the incoming officers
must do. Penrod feels the newly
elected SGA Cabinet can better
achieve this by settling into their
offices now and learning from the
incumbents. This way, if the incom-
ing Cabinet has any questions or
concerns, they are in a position to
obtain answers from the current of-
ficers and become comfortable with
their new roles.
The idea that SGA does nothing
for the student body is a popular
sentiment on campus. Penrod is well
aware of the fact that a large portion
of the student body feels that fol-
lowing SGA politics and issues is
pointless. In an attempt to remedy
this, he would like to better publicize
SGA progress as wen as their future
plans. He feels that there is a definite
cycle: when SGA accomplishes some-
thing and publicizes it, the campus
takes an interest The more involved
the suxtent body is, the easier ilwiD be
for SGA to reach its goals.
M ;rUf'i'
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President Elect Penrod cleverly balancing himself
Current PresidentDurham Assailed
SGA Senate Votes No-Confide- nce on Durham; discussion in
AARON RUPERT
SGA President Emily Durham
was given a vote of no confidence
this week by the SGA Senate in
response to charges that she was
negligent in dealing with the SGA
budget, which was handed in hue,
and that she charged meals atMom's
Truck Stop for herself to the SGA
account. The majority of the meet-
ing was held in committee of the
whole, whichonly includes the Sen-
ate and those they which to invite
into the rneeting. Aftercoming back
into regular session, the Senate an-
nounced that aO conversation and
Feature
Chinese? A very un--
. English option ;
AMERICA'S OLDEST WEEKLY COLLEGE
Frequently when officers are
newly elected, they areexcited about
theirpositknsforthefirstfew weeks
of the year, then this excitement
gradually fizzles out. Penrod would
like to see dieSGA Senate as wen as
the Cabinet maintain this enthusi-
asm throughout their terms. He also
hopes to improve relations between
the president and these two bodies.
Penrod cites one of the largest
problems in this year's administra-
tion as the failure to delegate re-sponsibil- irifts
According to Penrod,
Emily Durham 96, current SGA
president, hadagreat deal she wished
to accomplish Unfortunately,
Penrod continued, she attempted to
do this all on her own. Penrod's
style win differ greatly, "I am not
questioning her heart, just the way
she went about things." He intends
to guide the senate and cabinet,
making sure everything runs
smoothly. More simply, be plans to
"suggest, request, guide, and lead
without taking over."
Penrod would like to remind the
student body that he, along with the
rest of SGA, is their representative.
Students should feel free to stop by
the SGA office, attend SGA meet-
ings, and cornmunicate with their rep- - --
resentativesinan effort to makethem-selve- s
heard. If students do not make
their voices heard, then it is impos-sib-le
for SGA to truly represent them.
information from that meeting had
been sealed, and that a resolution
containing a statement of no confi-
dence was passed, without discus-
sion, in a vote of 16 for , 2 against,
and 2 abstentions. A vote of no
confidence isaway forme Senate to
express, as one senator put it after
the meeting, "its extreme displea-
sure with thePresident at this time."
The first of the charges leveled
against Durham is the fact that a
budget was not turned in to the Col-
lege of Wcoster Treasurer John
Plummer by its Friday, April 5th,
3:30 due date.
Accordmg to SGATreasurerMatt
A & E page 8
Queen '96, who was the only non-Sena- te
member to stay throughout
the entire committee of the whole
meeting (on the Senate's request), "I
thought it was part of the job descrip-
tion as treasurer to come up with the
budget-th-at duty was taken away
from me when I attempted to do it"
Queen stated that , "about two weeks
ago," Durham had told him that she
would take care of the budget "I
hadn'theardathing about ituntillgot
the phone call horn John Plummer
on Monday, saying SGA had not
submitted a budget," said Queen.
According to Durham, Queen's
statement is rot correct. In an inter
Sports
Suddenly, Last:
-- Summer astounds in
its psychosis ;
Voice
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by Senate
a sealed meeting
view after the SGA meeting, Durham
stated that during Trustee's Week-
end (March 29-- 3 1) she had talked to
Queen about the budget and that
they had planned to work on it later,
and afterwards neither of them got
in touch with each other. Durham
had already received some budget
information franPlummer's office,
but none of the current budget num-
bers from the SGA accounts.
"A couple days before Friday,"
said Durham, "I got an envelope in
the mail thaLJiad, folded up in it,
the same sheets that I had received
please see VOTE, page 2
page 12
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Group Urges
Cessation of
Coffee
Exploitation
NICOLE COWARD
Social change through coffee was
the first activity of a new student
group on campus called Pueblo de
Esperanza (People of Hope), an or-
ganization devoted to issues ofpeace
and justice in Latin America. This
firstproject, called "Cafe Salvador,"
focused on one of many industries
that often oppresses Latin Ameri-
can farming communities.
Con tart person Julia Jones '96, a
Spanish and Political Science double
major, said that "after visiting Co-
lumbia for a semester and spending
a week each in El Salvador and
Guatemala, I discovered how much
we can help ourselves by helping
those in need in Central America."
Pueblo's purpose- - is to educate the
College and-Wa- al r nBmmmnity
about such issues. The group also
works closely with Cleveland's
InterReligious Task Force on Central
America and ismade up ofothers who
have studied or will study in Latin
America. The advisor for the groups
is Spanish professor Audrey Gertz.
Jones explained that Cafe Salva-
dor was the product of "coopera-
tives," which is a group of fanners
who "pool their resources" to build
schools, health clinics, and coffee
processing plants. These groups are
called "alternative trade organiza-
tions." They are in partnership with
Equal Exchange, a gourmet coffee
company committed to trading with
cooperatives through which farm-
ers are paid a fair wage (double what
the farmers would get under the
normal economic systems) and are
provided with low-intere- st loans.
"Equal Exchange provides farmers
with the opportunity to get a fair
share for their labor, most impor-
tantly, it prevents the need for a
middleman supplying to markets,
which is where most of the money in
conventional marketing goes," said
Jones.
Jones said that much of the credit
please see CAFE, page 3
Viewpoints
Diversity: Former
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News Briefs
INTERNATIONAL
LIBERIA: Intense fighting this week in Liberia, as a six yearcivil war rages
on. Americans and citizens of other nations fled to neighboring Sierra
Leone. Most of the over 200 evacuees have spent several days in the
American Embassy in Monrovia, which was the staging ground for the
evacuation. According to reports, the city, which was recently known as a
haven from fighting, was suddenly engulfed in violence from rival militias.
PARIS: China's prime Minster Li Peng is in France, building new eco-
nomic ties by purchasing Sli billion of European-bui- lt passenger planes.
This is seen as a message to the Clinton administration that China will turn
to Europe if the VS. links trade to human rights in the Middle Kingdom.
TOKYO: It seems Japan is coming outof its economic slump, as their stock
market is up and Japanese corporate profits are also rising. It seems, after
yeai of restructuring and cuts, the Japanese economy is better poised than
before to compete with the UJS. and Europe.
NATIONAL
WASHINGTON: The President vetoed a bill on Thursday that would have
outlawed a certain type of laie-trr-m abortions, saying that women needing
the procedure should not be part of a political debate. Abortion opponents
are against the procedure, which happens 20 weeks after gestation, as a
gruesome "partial birth". The President had asked the Congress lo include
an exception to allow it if necessary id save a woman's life. Clinton's critics
stated that an exception concerning the "health of the mother" has been
interpreted by courts to include many emotional, psychological and physi-
ological considerations.
WASHINGTON: U.S. military chiefs have asked for a proposed SIS
million in spending next year. The request, most ofwhich for new weapons
spending, came at urging of Congressional Republicans. Gen. John
Shalikashvili, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, says that this is the
lowest increase in weapons spending since the Korean War.
compiled by AARON RUPERT with the help of The New York Times
Vote of No
on how to write the budget, as well
as the last (SGA account) statement
and a post-i-t note that said, 'here are
the numbers, tell me what you want
me to do-- Matt.'"
Durham then stated that she did
not have enough time to complete
the forms. Tve been extremely busy
with a lot of things going on in my
life." said Durham, "dealing with
classes, dealing with SGA, dealing
with other personal matters."
Durham then went home for Eas-
ier. According to Durham, she called
John Plummer's office on Friday,
leaving a message on his audix stat-
ing that she was sorry the budget
was not complete, and that she would
get it in as soon as possible. Durham
stated that she did fax a copy of the
budget work she had to the Book-
store on Saturday night, after the
bookstore had closed.
Queen stated that he finished the
budget on Tuesday night, after re-
viewing past budgets and getting ac-
count figures from Plummer's office.
The second charge deals with
charged meals at Mom's. At the
meeting. Senator Ryan Niemeyer.
speaking to explain the actions of
the committee of the whole, stated
thai when reviewing the budget.
Queen found charges for meals at
Mom's on the SGA accounts, and
that, "of the 13. nine came on days
when there was no SGA rxecrg."
Lata-- in an intern.; , Q-jo- m staad
ihat he did not know the exact n am
-Confidence
ber of charges on the account. Of the
nine account charges that Niemeyer
mentioned at the meeting he said. "I
didn't review that, but Senator (An-
drew) Weaver C97) did. And by put-
ting the dates together I believe he
said that nine of those were on days
that did not correspond to cabinet
meetings." Three of the charges have
already been cleared, as they were for
SGA and cabinet functions.
The amount of money in question
is in question. At the SGA meeting,
according to Niemeyer, the total was
"S40 or S50," but then it was stated
that this was an unconfirmed, unexact
figure.According id Durham,"amount
of money that they quoted to
mewas about $13."
Durham did not deny that she had
charged food at Mom's to the SGA
account. "If I had been working in
the (SGA) office," said Durham,
"and I had been doing something,
and I had for some reason missed
Lowry hours and I had nothing on
me, I did on a couple instances, and
reluctantly. I went ahead and I
charged it, because I knew that when
I found out how much it had totaled
I could reimburse the account."
Durham also cited that she has paid
for many things for SGA out of her
own pocket in the past, and that she
is going to repay all of the Mom's
charges.
Discussion and information about
the committee of the whole meeting
has been sealed. The specific dis
The Wooster Voice News
Crandells
New members and
AARON RUPERT
While Wednesday at 3:00p.m. in
Lowry 119 used to be the meeting
place of Greek Life Committee, it
has now become the meeting place
of the Committee on Social Organi-
zations, the new body created by
Campus Council formed to cut
through the former bureaucratic
tangle of committees. The members
of this committee are the old mem-
bers of the Greek Life committee,
plus a representative of BSA, SGA,
SAB, and WVN. While the name
and some of the members are new, .
business was old, as the Crandells.
spoke to the coromitiee about sanc-
tions placed on them by the Greek
Life Committee.
"Some of the actions go against
what CrandrJl is about,' said Pearson
Cummings 96, current president of
Crandefl. The actions be spoke of
were in response to CrandeD infrac-
tions during new member educa-
tion. According to the Greek Life
com miner.. Crandell was rushing
students that were academically in-
eligible, did not send updated list of
rush members to GLC, and did not
activate new members the first day
of new member education. Other
allegations from an anonymous
continued from page 1
cussion," said Weaver, "needed to
be allowed in a confidential envi-
ronment."
"I think that most of the points
presented in committee of the whole
were again given when we gave the
motion," said Senator Laura Markely
'99, who voted for the motion.
Senator James Hervey 96, who
chaired the committee of the whole
meeting, stated that this was, "not
taken lightly ," and that "all relevant
points on this decision were heard."
"I thirik wassomething completely
warranted under the circumstances,'
said Markely of the vote of no confi-
dence.
Durham does not believe the vote
was justified, and stated that, "to
receive a vote of no confidence, to
me that stands for the entire SGA
year. If I am going to receive a vote
of no confidence, it means that they
have taken this (the current charges)
over everything we've done."
"I think its part ofa political agenda
of a few people," continued Durham,
"who aren't even willing to stand be-
hind what they wrote." Durham also
spoke out against the secrecy of the
meeting, saying. "IfI'm going to make
a statement, I'm going to stand behind
it"
SGA has not stated whether it
plans to continue an investigation
into the matter, even though there
are inconsistencies in Durham and
Queen's accounts and in the dollar
amount of charges to Mom's.
-
Chat with CSOGLC
name, but the issues remain the same
source, that were given to chair of
the committee and director ofLowry
center Bob Rodda, accused the
Crandells of holding parties off cam-
pus during pledge week, and im-
plied that new members were buy-
ing grain alcohol for current mem-
bers.
Cummings believes the problems
of academic ineligibility and mem-
ber activation are. "pretty minor in-
fractions. If we were to find rats for
every organizations missteps, you
would be here four hours a day."
"Many groups have ineligible stu-
dents that they, activate," stated
Cummings in the meeting. .
Cumnwigsblamedhimselffornot
updating membership list. "I'm re-
sponsible for that," said Cunamings,
"but in the past we've (handed in
updated lists)."
The Crandells nor the CSO had
ideas to resolve the conflict. At the
meeting, the Crandells stated that
the they have discussed withdraw-
ing their "charter and leaving cam-
pus." They have also discussed send-
ing out bids to every non-Gree- k
member of the campus to keep the
Crandell tradition of openness.
The Crandells stated at the meet-
ing that a vote was planned among
the members of the organization.
Budget His
HILARY TEYNOR
Budgeting problems and
Council's membership were the
main topic of this week's Tuesday
Campus Council meeting. Council
began its meeting lastTuesday with
several announcements, including
one by Carolyn Buxton that the Judi-
cial Board met with fifteen prospec-
tive applicants for seven positions mis
past week, and is going to be holding
interviews next week. Andrew
Weaver 97 then called a brief execu-
tive session which was followed by a
discussion ofncouncil'sbudget and
membership composition.
John Plummer, Treasurer of the
College, gave a budget update which
explained that budget committee was
still in the process of interviewing,
but that the committee was some-
what distressed by the fact that three
of the budget proposals were sub-
mitted after the deadline of 3:30
April 5 th. These proposals, includ-
ing those of the Student Govern-
ment Association. The Goliard, and
The Index, will "hopefully... be re-
solved by the end of the week" ac-
cording to Plummer.
The council was then prompted by
Donnell Wyche 97 to discuss the
charters of The Humanities and Sci-
ences Program, Koinonia, Sisters in
Spirit, Deita Theta Psi, and Zeta Phi
Gamma, which were all unanimously
approved, and Wooster Cricket Club
-
April; n; i99g
According to Crandell co-presid- ent.
Jamie Stover '98. "nothing's con-
crete as of yet" But, the Crandells
have decided to start preliminary
actions to move out of the Greek
system and become a non-Gre- ek
organization that has an initiation
process.
After the exit of the Crandells
exited, discussion began on the new
role of the committee. Jim Morse
'97 and Andrew Weaver 97 wanted
to divide the committee into a group
that would be the old GLC, and
another committee that would in-
clude the new members. Reasons
stated for the split were the fact that
the group spent the overwhelming
majority ofits time discussing Greek
issues, and that the new representa-
tives did not need to sit through
discussion on those issues. After a
protracted discussion on the need to
divide, and what the new role of the
committee would be, CSO adjoumed.
One of the final comments by Weaver
summed up the current bureaucratic
problems by stating, "my concern is
there are Greek issues to address, and
we aredealing with this mess." Weaver
and Morse stated that they would be
bring the issue of the committee's
structure and rotemnextweek's Coun-
cil meeting.
in Council
was granted transitional status.
Chair Renee Snyder 96 expressed
a desire to discuss Campus Council
membership, which prompted
Carolyn Buxton to express some of
her reservations about granting a
Campus Council seat to Interfaith
Council "I left last week's meet-
ing with more questions in my head
than answers," said Buxton, regard-
ing discussion of the future size of
Campus Council. Andrew Weaver
'97 addressed this issue by saying
that he felt that the size of Campus
Council "should be as big as it needs
to cover everyone, but not so big as
to become cumbersome," and that
he felt the campus population was
sufficiently represented by Campus
Council in its current configuration.
Wyche then initiated a discussion
regarding SGA's two seats, as op-
posed to the single seat held by each
of the other umbrella organizations
on campus, in which Jim Morse '97
and Weaver expressed the opinion
that since SGA's status as an elected
body which represents the entire stu-
dent body, including fust year stu-
dents, justifies its multiple seats on
Campus Council. Snyder pointed
out that some of the first year stu-
dents elected to SGA might also be
members of the Student Activities
Board or the Wooster Volunteer
network, and called for the forma-
tion of a committee to evaluate Cam-
pus Council membership issues.
AprU12, 1996
JAMES KOLLER
Hao Sbeng '96 was named the
college's first recipient of the Tho-
mas J. Watson Fellowship. The
fellowship allots 100 students, se-
lected from 50 top liberal am col-
leges in theU.S. Sheng was selected
from over 200 applicants, including
other Wooster applicants Graig
Meyer 96.JenO'CaUaghan96and
Benjamin Wachs '96.
The Thomas J. Watson Founda-
tion was set up in 1961 by Mis.
Thomas J. Watson, Sr., in honor of
her late husband. In 1968. the Foun-
dation began (he current fellowship
program,allotting funds forstodents
interested in education and world
affairs.
This was the first year Wooster
participated in the Watson Fellow-
ship. Dr. Richard Figge, who
served as campus liason. has expe-- .
rience with the Fulbright Program
It talks.
and was, "frankly, intrigued by a
fellowship as unusual as the
Watson. I think they described
themselves as 'unabashedly eccen-
tric,' and they appeal to creative
people with a range of interests and
a lot of imagination." A lunch last
fall led to Wooster' s being added
to me program, according to Figge.
"We talked a lot about the IS pro-
gram," explained Figge, "and I
think they were intrigued by that--th-ey
felt these are the sort of
students who might make ideal
candidates.''
The college's criteria for selec-
tion of candidates, according to
Figge, were creativity and ability to
look at an issue from interesting
perspectives. Sheng, Meyer,
O'Caliaghan and Wachs were se-
lected from among nine candidates,
for a combination of an imagina-
tive, intriguing project , together
with the student's ability to sell that
It talks to other computers.
It talks to your Mom.
For more information visit us on At MJerrrt at bUpJbed. info,apple, com
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Sheng is College's First Watson Scholar
as something workable," according
to Figge. Each candidate was re-
quired to offer a project and what
they would do if awarded the fel-
lowship. Meyer was interested in
how different cultures treat adoles-
cence. O'Callahan in the effects of
CherDobyl ten years later, and Wachs
in humor in Islam.
Sheng's project involves study-
ing pottery in Japan and combining
his interest to lean about theculture
of the area. His proposal came from
a combination of interests in Japa-
nese culture and ceramics. Ex-
plained Sheng. who is originally
from China, "Some people think
(Japanese ceramics are) similar to
Chinese, but I think it's very differ-
ent just for its spontaneity and ap-
preciation fey imperfection." Sheng,
an art history major, stated in Ids
proposal that he wanted to go to
Masbiko, a small village north of
Tokyo and apprentice under Sboji
It talks to Moscow.
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Hamada and Bernard Leach.
Hamada, from Japan, and Leech
from Great Britain, were both mas-
ter potters before they joined to-
gether to learn about each other's
work. "That would be my starting
point..," explained Sheng, "and then
I will travel around the country to
see different pottery sites." Sheng
has to report his activities quarterly,
but can travel to othercountries ifhe
can justify its importance.
Currently, Sheng is trying to ob-
tain his visa, and plans to leave in
late July or early August Looking
toward the future after his trip to
Japan, Sheng is considering several
graduate architecture programs, in-
cluding the one at Harvard. As for
the program. Dr. David McConnelL
a former Watson Fellowship
awardecwill take over as chief rep-
resentative for thecollege nextyear,
though Figge will remain on the
selection committee.
It listens to your wallet.
When you buy a Marintosh'computer, you're buying some of the most advanced multi-
media capabilities you can get in a computer. With its built-i- n stereo sound, video
graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to bring your work to life. Of course,
you're also buying the computer that gives you a fast, easy way to access the Internet.
Because with a Macintosh there are no complicated commands needed to get up and
surfing on the Internet. Better yet, with the compatibility of a Macyou can run UNIX,
DOS and windows, as well as Mac OS Making it easy to talk to other people, even if
they're not using a Macintosh. And if all that isnl enough, now we've even made
Macintosh easy to buy. Because for a limited time, were offering spe(d campus savings
on selected Macintosh computers and Apple" printers. So stop by and visit fJ
us today, and look into the power of Macintosh. The power to be your best:
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Cafe
continued from page 1
for the success of Caff Salvador
goes to Ben Larson '97, who chose
to donate the money from an award
from the Religious Studies depart-
ment to Pueblo. In one and a half
days, said Jones, "the 40 bags of
coffee that we ordered were com-
pletely sold out so we are really
proud of bow well the program
went" The selling ofCaff Salvador
was designed primarily to educate
the campus about alternative trade.
The profit from thecoffee sales win
go to the running of Pueblo.
Pueblo plans other activities mis
year.Jones said that 80 more bags of
coffee would be available for sale
by the end of the year. The group
will also co-spon- sor a "solidarity
dinner" onApril 26, in Mackey Halt
that would provide information
about Central America as well as
authentic Central American food.
The event win be free.
Wooster Insight
SGA Senate: Almost as Open as the
Trustees
How ironic it was on Wednesday night when the SOA Senate voted to
give President Emily Durham a vote of no confidence. Granted, failure to
turn in a budget on time and using SGA accounts for personal meals at
Mom's are questionable actions. However, when we consider that SGA has
sealed all records used in their discussion, as well as the discussion itself,
and that there are inconsistencies in the accounts given by the various
parties involved, the real question is how much confidence the student body
has in the Senate. SGA frequently encourages students to attend SGA
meetings. One must wonder what the point of this is. when the Senate is
likely to enter Committee of the Whole, toss everyone ouL, and then refuse
to discuss their actions within.
Commiaee of the Whole sometimes serves its purpose. There are times
when confidential subjects require unsupervised examination. However.it
should not be used as an excuse to not justify important decisions; the
campus has a right to be well-inform- ed about an issue of this magnitude. It
should also not be used as an excuse to kill time: last week SGA went into
Committee of the Whole in order to discuss the happenings of the year in
general. The report they presented consisted ofsketchy details, save the fact
that selected members of the Senate read the LL Bean catalogue.
Simply put, SGA is frequently lamenting the lack of student interest on
campus. However, they are partly responsible for this. Apathy and
ignorance go hand in hand, and lately SGA has promoted both.
CSO Just a Big Mess
The bureaucracy of this campus is a hydra, and its new bead is the
Committee for Social Organizations. This committee was designed to
eliminate some of the red tape that so many campus council candidate
whine about. Under old roles, there was a hierarchy of three committees,
two ofwMcn never inct.TbccoiaiiH.irtiaartwanyaooo a regular basis,
the Greek Life Committee, actually did work and got things done.
Now that GLC has been changed into the CSO, it has only helped to
aggravate the limarion, CSO spent half of this week's meeting discussing
what the committee's new job is, ifand how they should divide into separate
committees (which would basically replicate the old structure, funny that).
Council created the first mess of committees, and when they tried to fix it
they caused a working committee to stop and discuss bureaucracy. Perhaps
Council should leave the system alone and let it sort itself out before it tries
to micromanage what is actually working.
These views represent the majority --news of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Letters
Still TVying to Make a Difference
My first year here at Wooster, I
thought SGA was a crock. During
my sophomore year, I had no reason
to change my viewson the organiza-
tion, but I came to an interesting
conclusion while I was studying in
Washington during the second se-
mester of that year. I realized that if
I didn't think the organization was
working for me, a student, that was
all the more reason why I should try
to make it work. I became amember
of the Senate during my junior year
and decided during the second se-
mester of that year to run for the
presidency.
I ran for President because I felt,
and still do, that I am the best person
for the job. I ran because I thought
that I could do a lot for the student
body and for the College. And I ran
because I really believe in the orga-
nization. I wanted to be President,
and I am very honored that the stu-
dent body elected me to this office.
I have also been very fortunate to
have been supported by a superb
cabinet, especially two outstanding
Vice-Presiden- ts.
I set a number of tough goals for
myself and the organization at the
beginning of the year. The moat
rigwifv--nt of these were that I
wanted to obtain more money for
student organizations, increase
school spirit, and improve the im-
age of the S tndent Government As-
sociation. I have been very pleased
to find that following discussions
with Dr. Hales both this year and
last and discretions with members
of the Board of Trustees, President
Haleshas appropriated an additional
S3 ,000 to student activities for the
coming year.
Tackling the issue of school spirit
is a difficult task. We have insti-
tuted the Scot Express, which is a
spirit bus that takes students to se-
lected away games at the cost of
only a couple of dollars. I realized
in the beginning of the year th
Wooster has no big rivalry, so I
attempted to correct that I decided
to bet on the football team,and luck-
ily theycame through forme (thanks,
guys!). I called Kenyon's Student
Body President and told him that
when we won the Kenyon-Woost- er
football game he would wear a kilt
and dance with the Highland Danc-
ers while the bagpipers played.
Before be even came op with his
side of the bet, he backed out be-
cause of conflicts, I invited the
Kenyon student body to Wooster
for the basketball fame on
Valentine's Day; I don't think any
of them came. However, despite my
inability to create a rivalry, I think
we've made a lot of progress in
building school spirit.
I am very proud of what I have
been able to accomplish thus far and
I don't intend to stop working until
the last day of the second semester.
I am excited to know that more stu-
dents take notice of SGA and that
there are fewer people on campus
today who think of the organization
in the same way I did my first year.
I am very Inst by the vote that took
place this past Wednesday, but it
has not changed my views on the
office that I hold. I have worked
very hard for the students of this
College and I stand by everything
that I have done this year. I am not
superwoman. but I have tried my
hardest and I have put my heart into
this job and its purpose. I entered
office believing that my job was to
support all student endeavors. I
work for the student body because
they are the ones who elected me,
and no vote grounded in misunder-
standing and the political agendas
of a small few who are unwilling to
ing to stop me from fulfilling my
respwisibilitfct to this mute" t body.
Emily Durham 96
please see page 5 for more Lisri i tHS
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A Cowardly Act from
SGA Senate
I would like to take this opportunity to
explain why I voted against the resolution
passed by The College of Wooster Student
GovernmentAssociationonWediiesday.April
10, 1996. I was worried that explaining my
vote would betray theconfidence I was placed
under while we were in executive session;
however, I was assured by Senator Andrew
Weaver that I am totally within my right to
explain why I voted against this resolution so
that is what I am doing.
In my opinion we rushed into this whole
thing too quickly. Everything that Emily
Durham was accused of messing up ended up
turning out okay in the end. The charges at
Mom's were promised to be paid back, and it
looks as though Campus Council will end up
granting SGA funding for next year after all.
To my knowledge, this is the first time a vote
of no confidence has ever been called against
an SGA president and I believe that in this
instance there was not enough good reason to
do so.
I honestly believe mat the only reason cer-
tain mem ben of SGA were so adamant about
this resolution is because they have personal
biases against our President. This is what this
resolution was really all about. I find it
disgusting that senators thought we had to
move into committee of the whole to discuss
this resolution. The campus has a right to
know why we gave the president a vote of no
confidence. This is the president that the
student body elected, and now we are telling
them thai we aren't going to explain why we
gave her a vote of no confidence. I think this
was a very cowardly act on the part of the
Student Senate, and I stand by my position
that the committer, of the whole should be
unsealed and what was discussed within should
be made public knowledge.
Senator Chris Comito '97
Penrod Invites Input
from Students
I would like to thank everyone who helped
me in the recent SGA presidential campaign
over the past two weeks. Thank you Carie,
Cameron, Chris, Travis, Terry, Pat, Julaine,
2" floor Wagner and the WMUN team! I
could never have done it without aii of you!
On to business, this is apersonal invitation
to every student on campus. Please tell me
what SGA means to you. What role do you see
SGA taking in your lives next year? What do
you want SGA to change next year, and what
do you like about SGA that you would like to
see remain the same? Send me your questions
and concerns along with suggestions for what
you would like addressed next year by SGA.
Please do not let the support end here. Now
that you have elected me, stand behind the
effort and support us so that SGA and the
student body have the power and initiative
that are necessary to foster growth and sup-
port for student causes. If we unite now, we
can achieve much in the coming year. Thank
you. 0 '
SGA President-Elec- t,
Stephen Penrod '97
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Minority Persecution Still Rampant
Whenever I am asked about the issues of
racism and diversity at the College ofWooster,
I am always very perplexed and confused
about where to start So much enters my head
T"-- as I attempt to recallAndre Parker mv total experience
here at this dreadful school. I say "dreadful
because it took me three years to figure out
that, contrary to what I previously thought,
Wooster is no different than corporate
America. The racism, elitism and suprema-
cist attitudes which most certainty do exist at
the College Of Woo are a great depiction of
what I can expect in the many years to come
outside of this vast cornfield.
After reviewing all the previous "View-
points" articles and utilizing the "critical think-
ing" skills that I have acquired at this school,
it amuses me (which is a very difficult task)
how the faculty contributors avoid the true
essence ofwhat this column should be as I see
it. I must say to Mr. Dwayne Davis that this is
no "joke that has gone too far" when you have
a Dean ofFaculty discuss seizing the opportu-
nity to learn how race, gender and class are
"central categories of identity in American
enlnire" and allow the First-Ye- ar seminar
topic titled "Race, Class and Gender" to be
changed to "bathing in the Ohio river" if the
professor so chooses. It is beyond funny
when racism is so obvious thatAfrican- -Ameri-
can students' rooms are automatically searched
and tbeirproperty seized each and every break
(article showing soon in a paper near you) or
the director of residential life confiscating
your hats because it is discovered that you
have"too many around the timeofan alleged
Flo Bookstore "break-in- " (Now someone
please write me and tell me when the book-
store ever sold "Malcolm X" apparel???). I
hope no one else finds it "funny" because I
find itdownright sad. I do riot know firsthand
all the events that led to the Garpin takeover,
but I know that the attitudes and decisions of
the Administration had a huge role in why it
went down, and I have just one question that
maybe someone can possibly answer How
did the Board ofTrustees or anyone else think
that things would get any better because of a
few promises or perks (which are now being
broken or taken away) that were given out by
a group of administrators that contributed to
the College's problems, and refused to even
acknowledge them until they had to drive to
McDonald's to get their first cup of coffee
because Garpin had suddenly become "off-limits-"?
To put it in plain old English, you
don't just start calling a dog a cat and expect
the dog to meow. There are several other
changes that would have to be made before
this could happen.
Diversity to me is not simply having a
bunch ofdifferent races, nationalities, classes
and genders all together in one place it's
about understanding the difference between
you and someone unlike yourself. It's not
about people having a diversity meeting once
a year (which I have never seen the Dean of
Students attend). I have seen the understand-
ing and relationships amongst the students
improve dramatically in my time here which
is great, but the work needs to start at the top.
You don't take a barrel of apples and start
looking for bad ones on the bottom. Maybe
we even need to go above and beyond Admin-
istration. Let's take a close look at the sensi-
tivity level of our Board of Trustees. This is
a group that in my opinion purposely blocked
Susann Woods candidacy for College Presi-de- nt
because of her private life and allowed a
speaker with the common sense level of an ox
and sensitivity level of a cow like George
Wills (the only time I ve seen Henry Copeland
sit on stage with a seminar speaker I might
add). However, they allowed the Dean of
Students office to do everything in its power
to prohibit "Bone Thugs N Harmony" from
stepping onto this campus. Could it be that a
rap group whose performance proceeds were
going toward a program for community youth
have less redeeming value than a College-sponsor-ed
speech by the president of the
"David Duke fan club"?
After considering all these issues and the
continuing decline in the numbers of African-Americ- an
students being admitted and re-
tained by the College, one thing has become
painfully clear if left to its own devices, the
College's administration will pay about as
much attention to issues of racism and diver-
sity as they did to my appeal for reinstatement
as a student for the 1996 Spring semester.
Simply stated, they will overlook or mis-
handle these issues, and any ground that was
gained by our predecessors in the "Galpin '
Takeover will be lost quicker than Housing
and res life can say "We've changed our
policy regarding the permanent charter
houses." Therefore, as students we need to
enlighten ourselves about issues of diversity,
and chaftensre the Administration to acknowl-
edge their importance and address them. This
is our responsibility because, as the last sev-
eral years have shown, the status quo suits
them just fine.
This article was written exclusively by guest
columnist Andre Parker. The views and opin-
ions expressed above are his only, and should
not be associated with the greater Black com-
munity, the Men of Harambee, the Black
Students Association or any other guups or
individuals at the College. Amen.
Andre Parker is a guest colunnist
for the Voice
Campus Council Fulfils Purpose
Campus Council has been criticized this
year by some students, including some mem-
bers ofCouncil itself, for being a bureaucratic
"big brother" intent on stifling student life
with burdensomeDamon Hickey regulation. The criti
cisms seem to be of two types: that Council is
doing too much regulating, and that regula-
tion, if it occurs, should be by a group such as
SGA that is all-stude- nt. I believe that both
criticisms ignore two basic facts.
The first is that Campus Council was set up
by the faculty and administration, with the
consent of the trustees, "to legislate in the
areas of student life and extracurricular af-
fairs." (Scot's Key. p.47). Before there was
a Campus Council, student life was regulated
by the administration and faculty. As far as I
know, no college or university in the country
puts the oversight of student life entirely in the
hands of students. The creation of Council
here atWooster provided a way forstudents to
participate in the process.
The second fact often ignored is that Coun-
cil is required to "be responsible for the char-
tering and recognition ofcampus groups. The
group applying for a charter shall submit a
written constitution to the Council for ap-
proval" (Ibid.). Last year, for the first time in
its history ,Council tried todo what it had been
created to do: to charter all campus groups.
Prior to last year it was unclear whether every
group had to be chartered or to have an ad-
viser. It was unclear who could be an adviser
or what an adviser's responsibilities were.
Council tried to clarify those issues. Our work
was imperfect and we have tried this year to
improve it.
What motivated Council to do what it was
created to do was the Greek issue. In 1992, in
response to continuing concerns that pledging
interferred with students' academic work and
led to hazing. Council undertook a compre-
hensive revision of the guidelines for the
selection and induction of members into clubs
and sections. In the process, the Greek Life
Committee was restructured, given a man-
date, and made responsible to Campus Coun-
cil. Many club and section members felt that
they.were being singled out unfairly for regu-
lation. Council responded by revising itschar-terin- g
process to apply to all student groups
and to redefine the adviser contract so that
expectations were more nearly uniform.
Our actions have not met with universal
approval. Many faculty and some administra-
tors still believe that Council is a do-nothi-ng
group concerned primarily with avoiding any
regulation of student activities. Many stu-
dents believe that Council is a heavy-hande- d
regulatory body dedicated to abridging stu-
dent rights. Neither view, in my opinion, is
correct, but the fact that we are criticized in
such different ways convinces me that we are
doing something right.
Damon Hickey is the Director ofLibrar-
ies and a member of Campus Council
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Chinese: A New Language Option on Campus
AARON RUPERT
"Aaron, what if you flank?" said
my rxx-alwayvsupportrve-but-r- eal-ist
parents, when I told them I was
going to take Chinese. After all,
Chinese is strange! Heck, it uses
those weird characters and is spo-
ken in that up-and-do- wn, sing-songli- ke
speech that is so un-Engli- sh.
Well, as it turned out. these "weird"
characteristics my parents were
afraid of. were what made learning
Chinese a truly interesting and
worthwhile experience.
Practically speaking, learning
Chinese is the way to go. China is on
a boom, and there are some econo-
mists that believe China's economy
will surpass the U.S.'s in size within
this generation's lifetime. In the ar-
eas of history, politics, literature,
and art, China has a long tradition of
study and mastery.
Chinese is not altogether diffi
South Asian Committee Brings Us
LASALY CHANGKACH1TH
Diversity. That is the aim of many
cultural events or camnt irh as:
Black History :ek. AfT"--" " '-e- k,
and this week's South As:a V 'rek,
brought to you by the Wooster South
Asia Committee, Cultural Events
Committee and the International
Students Association.
The College of Wooster has an
abundant South Asian community.
It is home to many students from
countries such as: India. Pakistan
arid Bangladesh; and from cities such
as: Bombay. Delhi and Dhaka.
These students contribute new per-
spectives and an added awareness
of an "intrrnabonaT" culture to our
coQege community.
Ishwar Harris, who is a religious
studies professor and advisor to
Woosier's South Asia Committee,
says. The main purpose of South
Asia Week is to raise aw annus among
American students and the general
cornmunity about the culture, reli-
gion, arts, music and food of the
peoples of the Sooth Asia region."
South Asia Week started this
Monday (April eighth) with a lec-
ture held in Babcock HalL It was
presented by Dr. Braj M. Sinhja
from the University of
Saskatchewan, in Canada, Ks lec-
ture focused on culture clashes, par-
ticularly in the South Asian culture.
On Tuesday night there was a show-
ing ofBandit Queen. nMateerHall;
a very powerful, biographical film
about Phoolan Devi and her life as a
bandit. The movie focused on caste
prejudices and violence against
women. On Wednesday, the play
Dance Like a Man. which dealt with
the issue of dowry, was presented m
ixxwry ml iMKxner m towee, cvrrv
Cu'tura! N""- - unvh
College of Wooster students it: a
cult. It doesn't contain a lot of the
pesky traits of European languages
like: verb conjugation, tenses, plu-
rals, and gendered nouns. Professor
Rujie Wang, the sole member of the
Chinese department, says There is
no conjugation, no tenses. Those
are the good aspects. You don't have
to aware of how a verb transforms
when you say it in present tense or
past tense."
For example, in a literal Chinese
translation, the phrase, "Yesterday I
saw him smoke Ave cigarettes", is
actually: "Yesterday I see he smoke
five cigarette." Notice the lack of
plurals and the changing of pro-
nouns when you move it from sub-
ject to direct object. Notice, also,
that there is no verb conjugation. To
someone who took German for a
year (I am convinced that complex-
ity of grammar is some sort of Ger-
man art form), Chinese grammar is
a lot like liberation.
v , ill 4
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variety show.
South Asia Week isn't going to
stop on Friday though. The week-
end gets off to a great start with
Saturday'sMeena Bazaar. It will be
held in Lowry's main lounge on
Friday from 6 P.M. to 8 P.M. It will
be an enticing affair; almost cha-
otic, leasing the senses with brilliant
colors, erotic music, charms and
tinkers. It will also provide a great
opportunity to try out bargaining
skills. Another exciting weekend
event will be the performance o
rxful ixma-o- u juuui ruu. loik.- -
-- like music, is a universal n--Letn- at
we all can understand it
Wang supports this; "Over 70
of Chinese words don't really have
a particular part of speech. Ii can be
a noun, can be verb, can be adjec-
tive."
Ofcourse. Chinese does have it's
difficult points. As my friend Dave,
who took some Japanese at Ohio
"Heck, the Chinese language
uses those weird characters
and is spoken in that up-and-do- wn,
sing-song-li- ke speech
that is so un-Engli- sh,
University, once said, "Thank god,
I didn't take Chinese it's tonal!"
What Dave meant was that, in Chi-
nese, the meaning of a word can
change depending on the tone you
say it in. A flat, high tone isdifferent
from a rising tone or a falling tone.
M-'x:-:-
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this Somtk Asia Week play
portrays the beauty, and intrinsic
charm of another culture. If any-
thing, dancing is the intoxicant to
unity. Wooster students will be per-
forming in the show, which will
include a special solo performance
by Vijaya Vyas.
The final event of the week is the
event that will really hit home the
Wooster-Indi- a Dinner! This annual
event is an amazing crowd pleasure.
The spice ofculture lies in the flavor
of its mastrrfn.l dishes; and on Sun-
day. .Aoril fourteenth, in
Westminster cnurcn mouse s
-- ic and deli
cious loot! wu. ic uut out on the
Chinese, to the chagrin of many if
its students, has a great number of
words that change with its tone.
Wang notes,"(You) constantly, you
have to be aware of the problem of
the tone."
Thankfully, perfection is not al-
ways necessary when using Chi- -
nese tones. From the con
text of the word, one can
usually understand it,
even if the speaker
messes up a tone. Wang
explains. "The myth
about Chinese language
as a tonal language is that
once you mispronounce
one tone, you win cause
a great embarrassment. That is not
true at all."
As for the Chinese written lan-
guage, it has the honor of being one
of the oldest written languages, as
well as one of the most complex.
There is no alphabet. Every word
the Orient
llilisl
-
i :
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table. Don't let the chance lo
something (Efferent from the every-
day Lowry hems of the dinner, pass
you by. The dinner tickets cost S3 fcr
ccJlegesoa1rnti.andS7ioradBlttaad
members of the Wooster romm! pity.
South Asia Week is not to be
missed. See what one unknown part
of your campus community is like
and learn from it. Remember the
world is yours. Explore iL
For further information you can
contact Professor Harris at (330)
263-247- 0.
This ?wi.i',' cc""p'id with
informationfrom News Services.
has its own character. This is a bit
intimidating. When I bought my
character text for class. I thought.
These all look the same, how I am
going to learn all these different
characters."
Slowly, characters do get easier.
Whileeachword has a separate char-
acter, there are certain parts ofchar-
acters that are repeated in many
words. Part of the character for
"speak" (shuol) is also in "words"
(hual); "this" (Zhei4); "who"
(shei2); and a myriad of others.
Wang adds, "Once you have the
(beginning) characters, then I think
you will be able to make progress
quickly. The more you learn, the
quicker you are to learn more."
Wang also stresses the cultural
aspects of the language, because it
helps one learn about one's own
culture. "In the process of learning
Chinese," says Wang "you become
aware of how odd or how different
the English language is. You be-
come more aware of your own cul-
ture. LearningChinese wil' help you
revise your thinking about
difference. ..Watching a Chinese
film, or reading a Chinese book, or
learning a Chinese sentence should
have that effect on people. You go
from the familiar to the strange then
hopefully you return to the familiar.
Probably its not so familiar any-
more."
In keeping with learning about
Chinese culture, the Beginning Chi-
nese classes have also begun doing
calligraphy. In class, Wang often
states that millions of Chinese
schoolchildren have had to fill out
the practice character books that we
work in; thus connecting us a bit
more to culture.
Students enjoy the class for dif-
ferent reasons. Vikram Seshadri '99
states, "If I study harder, in a few
years I will be able to converse with
over one billion people." Since he is
from Southeast Asia, knowledge of
Chinese will help him converse in a
major language of the region.
Joanne Bohl 97 offers another
reason: The informal setting."
Wang's teaching style keeps the at-
mosphere light and humorous.
So, if you are looking to learn an
interesting language, and are not
afraid of what Wang calls, "the
suaugcueas of the language." then
try Chinese. It may be known as an
impossible language, but these
threats are much like paper tigers.
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BEN WACHS EXPOUNDS
The Powers of the Voice
BENJAMIN WACHS
In last weeks issue of the Voice,
there appeared a letter from Travis
Grundke, an SGA Senator of ill re-
pute whoops, dial's James Hervy .
Travis is some Senator who's dat-
ing our Chief Staff Writer, and in
this letter, titled "Questions on En-
dorsements," he referred to "the
Powers of the Voice," implying a
mysterious elite on the Voice staff,
who holds the rest of the newspaper
in thrall.
Reading this, I endeavored to be
calm on the outside. I would laugh
when people mentioned the letter to
me. "Ha ha. Powers of the Voice.
That's funny. I wonder if the ad-
ministration is going to take 'fast
action' on that." And then, bearing
me say "fast action" and "adminis-
tration' in the same sentance, they'd
laugh too. But that was just on the
outside. On the inside, I was seeth-
ing. I was a cauldron of boiling. . .
well, whatever you put in cauldrons
to boil. The daunting question be-
fore me: how did Travis know?
Who leaked the truth? Who told
him about the secret cartel of dan-
gerous, mysterous figures who make
up the "Powers of the Voice?"
Suddenly everyone around me
was a possible suspect, a treacher-
ous villian, waiting to be executed
or endorsed for Campus Council,
which ever is worse. But eventu-
ally, I began to feel glad that Travis
had told the world that the Voice is
in fact ruled by a bloodthirsty elite
that makes the Khmer Rouge look
like the Smurfs. Lettheworidknow!
I decided. Let them know about the
secret meetings, the ritual human
sacrifices, the manipulation of the
international stock markets, the
drunken orgies, Nancy Reagan's
wardrobe, and the split infinitives
which are synonimous with "News-
paper editor." And so, bearing in
mind that it will probably lead to my
"coincidental" death in a drunken
fishing accident on highway 80, 1
have decided to introduce the world
to the "Powers of the Voice," and
show the world who really runs the
newspaper around here.
Naturally, I am one of the "Pow-
ers of the Voice' Very near the top.
It's a well kept secret, but everyone
on staff calls me "Don Wachs."
People treat me with respect, be-
cause they know if they don't they'll
wake up one morning in bed with an
RA's head. That's a warning. If
they're still disrespectful, they'll
wake up in bed with an RA. People
ask me for favors now: "Don
Wachs," they say "will you fix our
phone bills?" Or "Don Wachs. will
you give the Wooster Volunteer
Network a seat on the CSO?" Or
"Don Wachs, would you kill my
rpofpr'wts?" And ovrs? T --
everyone knows that. Hell, I'M
sometimes kill thekroornaua ion net
roomate, just in case. I hate the
housing office.
But what most people don't know
is how hard I had to work to get here:
the way you have to crawl, scratch,
bite, scheme, and sleep your way to
the top. I'm not proud. But the rest
of the "Powers" have all done it too.
Remember this: these people are
more dangerous than you might
think.
The most fearsome figure on the
Voice, of course, is our Editor in
Chief, Kok Kian Goh, "The
Malasyan Monster," as they call him
in the Middle-Eas- t, or "Pedro," as
they call him in California (though
I'm not sure why.) Just looking at
Kok Kian, in his black trenchcoat
and sharp outfits, is enough to know
that not only is be evil, he's arty.
When Todd "Gambino" Lewis got
tired of Kok Kian using the Voice
office as his personal studio, Kok
Kian had Todd spray painted char-
treuse and mounted across a velvet
portrait of EJiel Murmon soaked in
urine. Not only did this enable Kok
Kian to lake over the Voice, it also
won him the Cynthia Windsom
Sharp prize for free-hangi- ng dis- -
plays. Now, none of us dares to
cross Kok Kian, for fear of being
"graphically innovated." When Kok
Kian says "jump," we jump. When
Kok Kian says "beg," we beg. When
Kok Kian says "Let's not copy edit
the news section," we don't copy
edit the news section. He says that
a lot.
But even a
fashionable
monster like
Kok Kian
can't handle
the whole
newspaper
himself.
That's where
the rest of us
'Eventually, I was glad
that he had told the
world that the Voice is
in fact ruled by a blood
thirsty elite that makes
the Khmer Rouge look
MAC JtHHIJi
come in. The
News Section is run by Aaron "Mad
Dog" Rupert, who has been known
to froth at the mouth when he hears
the words "Executive Session."
Aaron is everywhere, his eyes and
ears peering into every comer, hear-
ing every whisper. His battle cry ,
"Oh, that is so quoatable! ," is known
to strike fear into the hearts of ad-
ministrators and Columbian drug
lords alike. In fact, Aaron has been
gathering information on the drug
scene at Wooster for years, and ifhe
weren't selling most of them, be
would have run an expose long ago.
The Feature's section is headed
up by Rachel Pope, which is obvi-
ously a pseudonym. Her real name
is Bambi Tetrolopodus, though we
usually just call
her Madam.
The whole "in-
nocent feature
editor" thing is
just an act;
Bambi was the
only person on
Staff who could
hold her liquer
right up there
with Todd. I
know for a fact that at least half the
moonshine produced on this cam-
pus comes right out of her room.
She keeps two giant mastiffs on
chain leashes tied to her wrist wher-
ever she goes. They're trained to
attack first-yea- rs at the slightest
provocation, like sight
The Sports Section is run by Luke
"The Mad Chemist" Zannoni, who
won't book any interference. When
James Koller, the assistant sports
editor, wanted the job, Luke put him
through an extensive background
check which included a genetic scan,
a blood test, and James' Social Se-
curity Number. Luke has turned the
Goliard office, which adjoins the
Voice office, into a lab. He has just
developed the capability to clone
his writers. There are at least three
James Kollers running around cam-
pus, and God knows how many oth-
ers who are busy using phrases like
"The season began" and "got off to
a great start." with alarming fre-
quency. Wedon'tknowwhatLuke's
immediate intentions are, but we're
sure he's planning to take over the
world.
There are, of course, more: Sally
"Scarface" Theten, Colleen "Neat
Freak" Dunn, and Jonathan "He re-
ally is that nice," Seitz, among oth-
ers, but this should be enough to
give you a glimpse of the dark, dan-
gerous world that exists ri jht under
your very noses, here a :lx College
of Wooster. Remember this the
next time you decide to skip one of
the sections: we have ways of mak-
ing you read.
Dating: Men's Sensitivity Shines Through
SARAH FENSKE
"College relationships don't work," says
Mark out of the blue at dinner one night I
wonder if he has broken up with his girlfriend,
but I don't really want to ask. He continues,
"It's a bad format Too much, too soon. You
get burned out It's over."
I turn to Jason, who is watching bis beautiful
girlfriend while she stands in line. She doesn't
see him , buthe glows anyway. He tells me they
have been together two months, and they
haven't had a major fight yet
Mark is cynical; he tells me intently, "I think
the key is to haveamajor fight Then you see what
they're really like. Ifyou can getow it, then you
knowyou belong together. Sometimes," he says,
lowering his voice, "I pick them fights on
purpose. Just to see what happens."
I shudder. It's horrible to think of guys
testing their girlfriends in this manner. I think
of all the girls in my hall that I've seen crying,
because their boyfriends lowered the boom on
them. Maybe k was aU just a test wim horribly
results. That was that End of relationship.
However, most relationship survivors don't
attribute their failures to love tests,or any such
other conspiracy. Instead, it is attributed to the
btrn-outth- M Mark spoke c,particularryamoog
first years.
Claire says, "College is different than high
school. In high school you see each other for
ten seconds between classes; here you can see
each other all the time. And you want to see
each other, so much that you get sick of each
other. Then it's over."
For every friend I find who is disillusioned
with college relationships, there is another
oiv to ftffvt love, rnl1erife-tv- l to te.c,, 0f these foikj h-,v- e seen enough rf
f:v:'s failed affairs u the flip siJv a"
the equation, but have managed, so far, to
escape it Jason is one of these people. He says,
"I'm German enough thatl make the separation
that is necessary. We' ve kept our private lives.
That's why we're still together." Jason adds
that be usually sees his beloved only "two or
three hours a day."
My friend Kate is more in love than anyone
I've ever met, and luckier, too. She met her
Prince Charming the third week here. They're
still together. Unlike Jason, however, Kate
takes no credit for the relationship's success; "I
thinks it's called divine intervention," she says,
looking up at the sky nervously. The Lord
gives and the Lord takes away, she is thinking.
She adds, "It's so much more mature of a
relationship than high school."
I have two sets of friends who just started
dating, and so I talked to them to get the
perspective ofa newry-in-lo- ve couple. I ended
up leaving the first conversation in disgust As.
they taDc,hc is caressing her thigh, playing with
her hair, nibbling her ear. Of course, they be-
lieve in college relationships, they tell me.
Space is important, be adds, massaging her
shoulder. I want to ask him if he knows what
space means, since I haven't seen my friend
without him for the last seventy-tw-o hours, but
he isn't listening. Besides, I'm pretty confident
his tongue is otherwise occupied.
I get a slightly less disgusting response with
my next set of friends; they both smile sweetly
at each other when I ask if they think college
relationships can work. "Yes," they answer,
gazing into each other's eyes. "Yes, they do."
Somehow, I am not surprised that they think so.
A group ofguys tell me about the phenomena
known as Wooster Goggles. "After awhile,"
sv Phillip, "even the Wooster tnrl start m
Tor good." Jason rrs so far as tr blame the
--school s low retenaou ate on the ziY... c.-- . jflu
women; "Everyone leaves here to go to Miami
or Denison. Can you blame them?"
Blake has a related vendetta against the
school; "When they sent me the glossy books,
and when I visited this place, they did not tell
me about the Playboy list!" Playboy list?
"Yes, Wooster made Playboy for having the
ugliest girls of any school in the country. It was
in the bottom teirTButdo they tell you this? Do
they tell you that all the girls are dogs? Of
course not!" Blake is now on a mission;
"People need to know. They can't keep luring
people here without telling them the truth!"
That truth, of course, doesn't stop anyone
from hooking up. In college, the guys explain
to me, hormones are up and morals are down.
There are so many places to be alone, so many
chances for hanky-pank- y; who could resist?
Most of the guys I know are content to slap on
their Wooster Goggles and get busy. "That's
one ofthe reason somany college relationships
fail," speculates Claire. "People hook up at
parties and then feel like they '11 give it a chance
later. That kind of relationship never works.
You can't base it entirely on sexual behavior."
I also talk to one ofmy friends, a Senior, who
I know doesn't date. He says: "I was scared off
from girls my freshman year," explaining how
long ago with a girl he succumbed to first year
burnout
The trick, it seems, for a good relationship,
lies in finding the right person. At least Kate
thinks so; "You just have to find the person
who's right for you. You can do everything
right but if the person is wrong, it won't work
anyway."
I ask Matt how he has found happiness with
his girlfriend. His answer is simple. "Wc like
"fK otHer Thn H rtrtc nrthfr
imporr?r yoint; "She's not totally annoying "
a'l -- vaj a helps.
Pianist
Heitler to
Perform
With Jazz
Ensemble
NEWS SERVICES
Pianist Donald Heitler will be the
featured soloist at The College of
Wooster Jazz Ensemble s concert
on Friday, April 12, in McGaw
ChapeL
Under the direction of Jeffrey
Lindberg. Wooster associate pro
fessor of music, the ensemble will
perform a variety ofjazz favorites,
including "Cottontail" by Duke
Ellington, "Dig Dipper" by Thad
Jones. --Where or When" by Rogers
and Hart and "Shiny Stockings"
by Frank Foster.
Heitler, an arranger as well as a
pianist, has performed with re-
nowned jazz peifonneis George
Shearing, Roger Kellaway, Dick
Hyman. Marion McPartland,
Grady Tate, Urbie Green and Joe
FarrelL He is featured with Shear-
ing on two Sbeba Records albums:
The George Shearing Quartet and
CAS: The George Shearing Quar-
tet. Heitler also recorded an album
with Green titled Green Power foe
Project Three Records that was
produced by Enoch Lite.
Most recently. Heitler performed
at the opening of the Smithsonian
Insolation's traveling exhibit "Be-
yond Category, the Musical Ge-
nius of Duke Ellington." The per-
formance took place at the
Champaign Public Library in
Champaign, DL, Where the exhi-
bition is being shown through
Thursday. April 18.
During recent years, Heitler has
appeared throughout the United
States and Canada with performance
at Chicago's London House and at
hotels and supper clubs in New York
and Las Vegas. He was a featured
performer at the National Gover-
nors Association meeting in Chi-
cago.
Heitler is a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Illinois. His arrange-
ments are published by Warner
Brothers Publications and Stipes
Publications.
The concert begins at 8:15 pjn.
Tickets are $3 for adults and $2 for
students. Tickets may be purchased
at the Lowry Center Information
Desk, between 8 ajn. and 5 pjn.,
Monday through Friday: or at the
door before the performance.
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A Disturbing Psycho
Coosaboom's theatre I.S. successfully
SALLY THELEN
There was basically one expres-
sion on the audience's faces as they
left Schoohoy theatre Wednesday
night: a look of disturbed awe. This
facial universality was the direct
result of the very dark production of
Tennessee William's short play.
Suddenly Last Summer. The
audience's reaction is not only a
result ofWilliam's startling psycho-dram- a;
the production's cast and
crew, under the
direction of
Gregory Licht ".watching
'98, created an ofbaby sea
extremely sen-
sual beach. thejourney transformsinto the in-
tensely bizarre some botanical
and macabre. birds are
The stage has swoopingbeen trans-
formed into the
the hatching
turtles on the
light
the stage into
nightmare,
heard everywhere
down upon the
garden court- - --
yard of an obvious non-gre- en thumb.
Creeping above the tops of still-gre- en
leaves are branching fingers
of brown death. Massive tropical
plants pitch their yellowing leaves
forward, displaying their decay
proudly. Slowly the lights dim into
a pattern of tropical foliage upon, the
stage floor a technique used to its
eerie advantage throughout the rest
of the play. An amazing audible
interplay blends dramatically rich
classical music with bird sounds.
But these birds aren't the chipper,
sun-belli-ed kinds that you'd see
Mary Poppins chatting with. No,
these are the I'm going to eat your
Choral Union to Give
NEWS SERVICES
The Wooster Choral Union will
present an all Mozart program on
Sunday. April 14, at The College of
Wooster. The concert, which will
begin at 8: 1 5 pjn. in Scheide Music
Center's Gault Recital Hall, will
feature Coronation Mass, K. 317
and the Symphony No. 29 in A ma
jor. K 201.
Because of the intimacy of these
two chamber works, the concert will
be in Gault Recital Hall rather than
McGaw Chapel, which is the
Wooster Choral Union's customary
concert venue.
Robert Geho, a classically trained
musician who is the vice president
of finance of SDG Technology, a
bio-pharmaceut- ical firm in Wooster,
will be the evening's guest conduc-
tor for the symphony. John Russell,
the Choral Union's director, will
conduct the mass.
Soloists for the concert include
canary for dessert" kind of birds.
Tropical paradise this is not.
Mrs. Venable, played by Heidi
Ooughry 99, appears to be the one
to blame for all this botanical de-
cline. The dying garden is a clinging
reminder of her son's lost vitality.
Her son, an eccentric poet named
Sebastian, met his death last sum-
mer during one of his travels with a
young cousin named Catharine
Holly. Venable. hardly the forgiv-
ing type, blames Catharine entirely
for the death
and has
since instit-
utionalized
her. But
Catharine
cannot be
shut up no
matter how
many hypo-derm- ic
needles they
push into her
arms, and she won't give up the
incredibly bizarre story of
Sebastian's death. Now Venable is
willing to do anything, even de-
mand a lobotomy. to quiet the girl.
Cameron Nicholson '98 effortlessly
exudes charm as the self-proclaim- ed
"Dr. Sugar" who is willing to fulfill
Venable's wishes if it means fund-
ing for his program in return.
The doctorpatiently accompanies
Venable on herfrequentjaunts down
memory lane. In one chilling remi-
nisce she recalls watching with her
son the hatching of baby sea turtles
on the beach. Suddenly the light
transforms the stage into some bo--
soprano Eileen Moore, mezzo-contral- to
Donna Janusko, tenor Allie
Laurie and baritone Ray Liddle.
Geho began bis musical training
at an early age, beginning with vio-
lin studies at the Cincinnati College
Conservatory of Music After his
family moved to Wooster in 1981,
he continued his violin studies with
Stephen Majeske, principal second
violinist of the Cleveland Orchestra
and began piano studies with Eliza-
beth Pastor of the Cleveland Insti-
tute of Music, where he earned his
bachelor's degree in piano
perfomance in 1991. Also while a
student at the Cleveland Institute of
Music. Geho bagan conducting les-
sons with JahjaLing, resident con-
ductor of the Cleveland Orchestra.
Geho also has studied conducting
with Great Britain's Lawrence
Leonard. In addition, he is a gradu-
ate of the Weatherbead School of
Management at Case Western Re-
serve University.
-Drama
shocks
tanical nightmare and birds are beard
everywhere swooping down upon
the leader baby turtles. Although
thisplay consists mostly ofdialogue,
this use oflightand sound frequently
brings the words to life, merging the
lines into an intense and .action-packe- d
drama.
But all the darkly foreboding and
riveting dialogue before Catharine
enters, is merely the way of setting
the stage for her. Joni Cossaboom
'96 delicately, yet passionately,
traces Catharine's steps along the
tightrope that stretches above the
abyss of insanity. Desperately try-
ing to keep herself aloft, her tiny
hands shake with the rejection of
clinical attitudes towards her state.
Her haunting eyes stare out into the
audience until they are emblazoned
into each viewer's mind.
The audience's intensity is bro-
ken sporadically with laughter over
the whiny, rich boy character of
George Holly, Catharine's brother,
played by Lucien Holmes '99. But
Catharine remains as the pivotal
character throughout as what hap-
pened last summer becomes horri-
fyingly clear. She s its center stage, a
crown ofdead tree buds haloing her
head. Although her slow revelation
of the circumstances of Sebastian's
death are met with disbelief, she
continues to the pinnacleofthe story
until her frame is wracked with her
own incredulity and grief over what
happened.
Finishing its run knight, the pro-
duction did an overwhelming job at
putting each audience member very
iH-at-ea- se.
All-Moz- art
A regular performer with the
Cleveland Chamber Symphony and
the Robert Pag 5 Cleveland S ingers,
Moore also has performed as a solo-
ist with the Ensemble Sequentia of
Cotogne,Gennany,mHildegardvon
Bingen's Ordo Virtutum. She also
portrayed Magdalena in the greater
passion play of Carmina Burana at
the Cloisters in New York.
An associate artist and music men-
tor for the Cleveland Opera, Moore
has sung featured roles in the
and the children's
opera Liale Red Riding Hood. She
also has sung leading roles in the
world premieres of Bain Murray's
The Legend and A Queen Betrayed,
John Eaton's The Cry of
Ctytemnaestram&l inrlaF.iscnstein's
Street Sense.
In addition, Moore is a composer
of church music, including the
Christmas cantata Emmanuel and
the Easter cantata Resurrection. A
Nicotero
Ready to
Tickle Your
Funnybone
JENNIFER FERGUSON
If you are looking for some
laughter in your life, the
Undergound is the place to be on
Wednesday April 17th as come-
dian Frank Nicotero visits the
College of Wooster to perform
his hilarious routine.
Nicotero's high octane brand
of comedy win leave everyone
rolling on the floor as he shares
various life experiences; from
"Big Wheels" to pledging a fra-
ternity, high school hall passes to
late night deer sightings. His
show will keep everyone in
stitches in its innovative and spon-
taneous style.
Frank Nicotero's quirky hu-
mor has secured performances at
over 75 campuses last year alone,
a strong indication of his ability
to make people laugh.
He is heard weekly by an esti-
mated 600,000 listeners on
Pittsburgh's WDVE Radio Morn-
ing Show, the 4th most popular
radio program in the nation.
Nicotero is also the official per-
sonality arid voice forKangaroo's
Outback.
So ifyou are looking for a good
time, come to the Underground on
Wednesday April 17th at 9 to
watch Frank Nicotero entertain the
crowd. Admission is 50 and the
event is sponsored by SAB.
Concert
graduate of Indiana University, she
is a member of the Cleveland State
University voice faculty and contin-
ues to perform with the Robert Page
Cleveland Singers.
A member of Wooster's music
faculty, Janusko also performs with
the Robert Page Cleveland Singers.
In addition, she is a member of the
OldSraSmgenclClevelaixLThis
past summer, she sang the role of
Miss Douce in the premiere perfor-
mance at Brown University ofTrill-
ing Sirens by Helen Rogers.
Janusko has performed song pro-
gramsrelating to the works ofJames
Joyce at universities in the United
States, Italy and Switzerland. Re-
cently, she was a finalist in the fel-
lowship auditions for the Bach Aria
Festival and Institute in Stony Brook,
N.Y. Janusko is a graduate of The
Ohio State University and holds
advanced degrees in vocal perfor- -
please see CONCERT, page 9
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A Rather Corny A Family Thing
This is one family secret that should have been keptsuent
FILM REVIEW
SALLY THELEN
How much can you actually ex-
pect from a movie far which one of
the writers' names is Billy Bob?
With no offense to aspiring screen-
writers of that fine name,A Famzy
Thing lives up to all its --possible
hopes. This unexpected family re-
union of two grumpy old men plods
along with a southern slowness and
cheesy predictability.
Directed by Richard Pierce, this
movie leaves the audience wishing
some families kept their secrets
safely in the closet and far away
from the big screen. Although this
movie is based on the most unbe-
lievable setofbrothers, there isnoth-
ing really surprising about it. Earl
Pilcher, played by Robert Duvall, is
suddenly jarred from his racist
mindset when he receives a letter
from his dying mother. Much to
Pitcher's dismay, it is revealed that
he is actually the product of his
father' s rape ofa young Blackmaid.
It seems that the magic gene fairy
skipped half of PUcher's heritage,
because bedoesn't evenhaveagood
tan. His whiteness allowed his
mother to adopt him and pretend he
was her own after his biological
mothersdeath during the childbirth.
Pilchersdying adoptive mother asks
that he finds his brother, a previous
son of themaid's, and gets tcTknow
him as family." o Pilcher leaves
his native Arkansas in search of his
newly discovered brother in Chi-
cago. His brother, Raymond
Murdock, played by James Earl
Jones, isn't so overddighted to see
his much paler, half brother. He is
quite aware of Pitcher's existence,
how he came to exist, and the fact
thatPitcher's arrival into the world,
meant his mother's death. If only
Murdock was successful in making
his unwanted sibling to flee, wecould
be saved from the obvious trip
through newfound brotherhood that
follows. But this reunion is destined
by Billy Bob and his other writing
cohort to last at least me length of a
film. Humor is sprinkled sparsely
in, especially through the use of the
blind Aunt T, played by Irma HalL
Cartoon Songs Given a Refreshing
Twist on Schoolhouse Rock! Rocks
ALBUM REVIEW
ALLE PARKER
Cartoons are becoming synony-
mous with the alternative music
scene. I guess the slackers of this
generation spent their formative
years in front of a television with a
bowl of Count Chocula or
Frankenberry and a tall glass of or-
ange juke. Maybe that's why they're
all so morbid and apathetic today;
they miss the sugar high. In any
case, the influence that television
has on today's music is undeniable.
Another proof of that influence is
evidenced by the Schoolhouse Rock!
Rocks compilation that was recently
released in conjunction with ABC
on Atlantic subsidiary Lava Records.
This fun record features fourteen
covers of the songs from the 1970's
and SO's animated Saturday morn-
ing feature Schoolhouse Rock.
Schoolhouse Rock was an educa-
tional spot meant to teach children
the value and wonder of learning
through animated musical videos.
On the record, some of today 's top
alternative acts cover the tunes and
give them a refreshing twist
The Deluxx Folk Implosion cov-
ers the politically minded I'm Just
A Bin." Lou Barlow's experimen-
tal fusion group adds an inventive
element to the story of bow a bill
becomes a law. Pavement's cover
ofNo More Kings" retells the story
of the early colonists quest for ind-
ependent and alsoproWs that these
srminal slarkrrrockers can getdown
in more than one way. Anotherpiece
of history is provided by Ween, who
cover The Shot Heard 'Round The
World." Yes, even Ween manages to
be taken seriously for a moment
Two hip-bo- p stars even make an
appearance on the album. Biz
Markie does "The Energy Blues,"
whose sharp talk makes up for what
she lacks in eyesight This movie
never reaches the pitch ofhilarity or
sentimentality probably intended.
Duvall and Jones are very believ-ab- le
stodgy oldmen. willing to make
up Ior wtxn years ui oroucny wica-
tling. But they didn't even have the
caliber of Grumpy Old Men mate-
rial to work with, so their antics get
little more than a chuckle.
The movie tries to seriously deal
with issues ofracism.Then word" is
passed around frequendy, probably
too frequendy, in a futile attempt to
Aunt Toften refers to her lack of
being able to discern people by the
color of their skin. These uncreative
and obvious comments are supposed
to be laden with deep meaning and
insight, but come off as sentimental
schtick. Overall the movie's tackle
with race relations is far from uncon-
ventional and ends tritely with the
end-a-ll solution of brotherly love.
In the end the viewer is left with
the feeling that maybe Billy Bob
should have kept his magic gene
fairy to himself.
and Skee-L- o comes off with a ver-
sion ofThe Tale Of Mr. Morton."
Once again rap proves to be a decid-
edly versatile art form.
One of the albums brightest mo-
ments occurs with Blind Melon's
Three Is A Magic Number." One
of the lastrecordings available from
these southern rockers, it certainly
captures the laid back funk that they
were noted for. Similarly, Buffalo
Tom and The Lemonheads both
score big points with their respec-
tiveversions ofLoUy, Lolly,Lolly,
Get Your Adverbs Here" and "My
Hero, Zero."
Essentially, the record is about a
good time. I wouldn't buy it to play
for little kids in hopes of sparking
their tiny minds, and I wouldn't buy
it to rock out to. Instead, I would
buy it because it is a lot of fun. I
can't remember smiling at a record
as much as I have at this one. That
is probably a good thing.
ATTENTION!!
DID YOU VOLUNTEER TO WORK THE AIDS QUILT?
IF SO, YOU NEED TO ATTEND THE VOLUNTEER ORIENTATION.
MONDAY, APRIL 15, 1996
TIMKEN GYMNASIUM
7-9P- M
(
QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS, CALL:
KELLEY DAUBENMIRE (EXT. 2005) OR ANN GRECO (EXT. 2062)
lu Concert
Offers a
Style to Suit
Every
Dance Fan
KRISTEN DEMALINE
Looking for an innovative cul-
tural experience to liven up your
weekend? Next Thursday, Friday
and Saturday the College's Dance
Company, under the direction of
Kim Tritt, will present "In Con-
cert", a collection of nine dance
pieces created by both guest artists
and student choreographers.
In addition, Tritt win present a
piece she choreographed with Dana
Kopperuberkngtime colleague and
a guest artist in the concert The
piece is accompanied by the sounds
of Gershwin; other pieces promise
to vary strikingly in terms of music
and choreography.
This popular event is one of two
dance concerts presented each year
at theCollege and is this year's main
stage production. Guest artists in-
clude Susan Van Pdt and other pro-
fessional dancers who teach at
Oberlin College, Hiram College,
Case Western Reserve University,
and Cleveland State University.
Tritt hopes that this series of
"dance exchange" start a network-in- g
phenomenon among her students
and various professionals.Of her
own role as director in the show,
Tritt says, "The students are what
the dance concert is all about
They're the leaders; I try to rein-
force and help them."
Sheadvises anyone who has never
been toa dance concert before not to
come in with any set expectations,
and I would agree. From alternative
music tonew age and classical, there
is sure to be a piece to appeal to
everyone.
For ticket info, call or stop by the
Freedlander box office. The shows
start on all three nights at 8: 15 pjn.
Gettbemwhik they're hot; the show
usually setts out early.
$200 - $500
WEEKLY
Mailing travel brochures.
No experience necessary.
For information send a
self-address-ed stamped
envelope to:
Universal Travel
P.O. Box 610163
Miami, FL 33261
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SAB
Friday. April 12th
8.-0-0 PM - Spotlight Showcase
featuring "Gusto at Mom's
Saturday, April 13th
7:30 & 10 PM - Movie: "Apollo
13"inMateerfor$l
Sunday. April 14th
7:30 PM - Classic Film: "The
Damned." Free in Mateer
Monday. April 15 th
8:00 PM- - Video: "Interaecuon,"
$.50 in the Underground
Wednesday, April 17th
10:00 PM - Comedian. Frank
Nicotero, only $.50 in the Un-
derground
Concert
continued from page 8
mance and pedagogy.
Laurie, who isequally athome with
a Gershwin tune or a Bach aria, is a
regular performer with Lyric Opera
Cleveland, Cleveland Opera on Tour,
the Toledo Symphony, the Wheeling
Symphony, the Trinity Chamber Or-
chestra, the Old Stone Singers, the
Robert Page Cleveland Singers and
the Cleveland-Sa- n Jose Bailee He has
presented programs for the Ohio
Chamber Music Society, the Music
on the Square Concert Series, the
Musee d'Art Moderne de Nice in
France and the Chautauqua Institute.
With the Cleveland Opera on Tour,
Laurie prcniiered the title rofcm David
Gooding's A Tale of Peter Rabbit.
Laurie is an alumnus of the Cleveland
Institute of Music, Tanglewood Mu-
sic Center, the Academie
Internationale d'Ee de Nice and the
Art Song Festival at the Cleveland
Institute of Music
LkkOe has perfbrmancecredits with
many organizations, such as theCleve-
land OichestraatBlossorn, Indianapo-
lis Symphony, Mansfield Symphony,
Akron Symphony. Trinity Chamber
Orchestra, Robert Page Cleveland
Singers, Cleveland Opera and Michi-
gan Opera Theatre. His composition,
Mary's Lullaby, was recorded by the
Old Stone Singers on their debut al-
bum, Christmas with the Old Stone
Singers.
The past spring. Liddle sang the
role Nachtigal in Cleveland Opera' s
production of Wagner's Die
Meistersinger von NQmberg and
most recently appeared as Albazar
in Rossini's Turco in Italia.
General admission to the concert is
$5 per person. While College of
Wooster students and employees win
be admitted free, they must obtain
their tickets in advance. Tickets are
available attheLowry Student Center
Information Desk. Since the Gault
Recital HaU only seats 300 individu-
als, advanced tickets are strongly en-
couraged. However, any remaining
tkdcetswmbeavailableMtliedoorjme
evening of the concert
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Scot Tennis Smashes Competitors
Splits a pair in high scoring matches
JAMES KOLLER
The men's tennis learn had a pro-
ductive week, going 4-- 1, including
three big victories in the GLCA
Tournament last weekend. The
Scots have been streaking through-
out April, winning five out of six
matches, many
of them key
NCAC matches
The team's trip
to South Caro
lina over break
may have attrib-
uted to the
change in re-
sults, but the ath-
letic prowess
and timely
M. tch play are
the keys to the
rest of the year.
Last year was
a dark year for
Scot tennis, as
they finished a
miserable 6-1- 7,
of a Hayden
Schilling (.611
lifetime winning
percentage) led
Irani. However,
with a victory
.
this Saturday at
Oberlin (the
Scots did7-- 0 last
Friday), the team
will have doubled last year's win-
ning total with less than half die
losses. With Johan Nybkxn 96
leading the way with an 8-- 6 record
at 1 singles and Bill Marcell '99
posting a 10-- 5 singles record, in-
cluding an amazing 5--1 at 2 singles,
the team has paved the way for an
exciting finish to the regular season,
in addition to the NCAC Confer-
ence Tournament to be held April
26-- 7 at Ohio Wesleyan University.
This past week was an excep-
tional c the nwn. They opened
the weekend of matches with a 7-- 0
thumping of NCAC foe Oberlin.
Lady Scots Lack Luster
andLuminosity
JAMES KOLLER
The ladies tennis team has bees
straggling afl season to make op for
four kttplayers, and this appears to
be a rebuilding effort by Coach
Roxasne Allen and her staff. This
past week at Jhe GLCATournament
at Denison they could not find their
niche, losing twice there and once
more this week. However, there are
still two weeks left in the season and
a conference tournament that looms
at the end of me month.
The week started out on a positive
note, with the ladies defeating
Bluffion 5--1 last Thursday. How-
ever at the GLCAs, the momeatm
swayed away from the ladies as has
occurred too often this season .
Albion pulled out a close 6--3 vic
tory in the first match and NCAC
opponent, Oberlin, overpowered
the ladies 6--1. Not to be deterred,
Woocter traveled to Oberlin on
Wednesday with revenge on their
racquets. Unfortunately, it got
stack there, and Oberlin once
again triumphed 7-- 2. The loss
brings the ladies' record down to
4-1- 0 on the season and 1-- 2 in the
NCAC With four more confer-enc- e
matches ahead and the con-
ference tournament April 26--7,
the season is definitely not lost.
On Saturday the ladies kzvd 10
Wittenberg for a double header with
WfecnbergandEariham. TbebcSes
opponent Malone. The
Gators of Allegheny will finish out
me week here on the 17th.
The Yeomen had no answer and the
Scott were not willing to give any.
Kalamazoo, a powerhouse in many
sports humbled the Scots by the
same score later in the day ,but since
Kalamazoo is non-NCA- C, the losses
did minimal damage. Thedayended
on a bright note, with the Scots
draining the hope for an upset out of
Hope. With darkness coming, only
five matches were completed, but
Wooster won all but one of them.
The lone match of Saturday was a
merecontinuation ofFriday 's domi-
nance. This time the opponent was
Ohio Wesleyan. but the resmb was
the same. The
m segmbb
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Scots trampled the
Batxlin Bishops,
sweeping them in
four straight
matches. Ohio
Wesleyan was not
deterred and
hosted the same
Scots onTuesday.
However, the
change in scenery
did not affect the
outcome, as the
Scott were even
more dominating,
triumphing 6--1.
The road ahead
is full of potholes
for the Scots (11-- 6,
2--0 NCAC). as
the conference
schedule beats up.
On Saturday, the
Oberlin Yeomen
will be in town for
a rematch. The
Yeomen will be
looking for some
measure of re
venge for the
pounding in the GLCAs last week-
end. The Scott will pack up their
racquets on the 17th to head for
Case Reserve. They will return to
play the Denison Big Red the 18th.
Both matches will be NCAC
matches and the first meeting be-
tween the school this year.
Fenced
In
Storage
With
Security
Gate
Volleyball
continued from page 12
under the relentless Wooster offense.
The tournament leader by record,
Wittenberg, also fell to the deter-
mined Scots losing in straight games
15-1- 1. 15-1- 0.
Setter Matt May 96 summed up
the reason for Woosters success
nicely when he said, 'The team was
the tightest it's been in my four
years here. We knew we had some
physical detriments (a severe lack
ofheight) we Invito counteract. We
were excited about playing at home
and knew we could finally show
people what men's volleyball was
all about. We warned to show that
wewerefbrreaL" The Scots came
out of pool play in first place and
met Case Western in the semi-fin- al
match. Once again, Wooster had to
overcome the disadvantage of only
having one player over six feet talL
In the end. the Scots gave all they
could, only to be beaten by a few
bad bounces of the ban.
The tovrnament was a success
for all who participated. Win or
lose, the Scots proved that, club
spcrt ornot, they were as competi-
tive and talented as any varsity
team. The conference recognized
Wooster's talent as well, voting
senior Matt May and sophomore
Travis Nieman to first team all-confere- nce.
Nieman also received
Best Offensive Player honors.
Considering the youth of
Wooster's team, and their rlative
inexperience, their coach sees only
success and improvement in the
Scot's future. The guys played
far better than I ever imagined
they would. They showed incred-
ible heart and proved that if you
want something badly enough, and
believe in it strongly enough, you
can do anything. This team has a
lot ofgreat volleyball left to play."
First years Danny Jones, Nick
Lacy, Mike Sesuli, Sam Tarn,
Nadir Azim and Matt Homin g. and
sophomores Billy Dewar, Travis
Nieman, Jeff Nimeh and Dave
Bryant will all return next year for
another, even more successful
Men
continued from page 1 1
up goalie Joe Borchelt stepped in
and stepped up stopping 2 shots.
With 12 Wooster penalties, the man
down team got a workout and per-
formed superbly only allowing one
goaL With 35 shots, 70 ground balls
(won), and 22 clears the statistics
show the outstanding play of the
Men's team.
Next Saturday, April 13 at 1:00,
the Men's team takes on Denison
who is ranked fourth in the state,
so come on out and cheer the team
on!
Lively
Linlcs
NEWS SERVICES
The CollegeofWooster's golf
team will be back in action this
weekend (April 13-1- 4), travel-
ing to Granville for the Denison
InvitationaL The Scott are com-
ing off a fourth-plac- e finish at
the Kenyon Cup Invitational last
week (April 5-6-). Individually,
sophomore Jeff Nimeh led the
way for the Scots with two
rounds of 79 to finish in a tie for
11th at 158. ScfDomore Rob
Stoll was right behind Nimeh.
finishing 13th with a 36-bo- ie
total of 159 after carding rounds
of 81 and 78. Senior Gary Nye
was next in 14th with a score of
160 after posting rounds of 79
and 81. Rounding out the scor-
ing for Wooster were freshman
Bret Holmgren and sophomore
DaveWinpisinger.who shot 171
and 206, respectively. Overall,
Stoll leads the team with a sea-
son average of 81.8 strokes per
round. Nye is next at 83J, fol-
lowed by Nimeh with an aver-
age of 843 strokes per round.
r Scores
women's laaoss (6--2, NCAC:
4--1)
Wooster 20, Wittenberg 9
Oberlin 14, Wooster 9
women's tennis (4-1-0, NCAC:
1-- 2)
Wooster 5. Bhiffton 1
Albion 6, Wooster 3
Oberlin 6, Wosoter I
Oberlin 7. Wooster 2
men's lacrosse (5--3, NCAC:
Wooster 13. Oberlin 3
men's tennis (11-- 6. NCAC 2-- 0)
Wooster 7. Oberlin 0.
Kalamazoo 7, Wooster 0
Wooster 4, Ohio Wesleyan 0
Wooster 6, Ohio Wesleyan 1
track
Non-scori- ng meet at ML
Union
golf
4th at Kenyon Invitational
volleyball
Third in NCAC Champion-
ships
baseball (20-- 6, NCAC 7-- 1)
Earlham 7. Wooster 4
Wooster 17. Earlham 4
Wooster 11, Denison 4
Wooster 12, Denison 0
Aprft'12, 1996
A Scot player dives back safely as
Big Boys
Blast
Bishops
ALEX PATTERSON
After last Wednesday's 23 to 11
loss against Ohio Wesleyan the
Wooster men's lacrosse team was
looking for a win. With a record of
4 and 3, the men's lacrosse team
traveled to Oberlin where they found
their victory. From the first face
off to the last whistle, the Fighting
Scots showed their spirit and
outplayed Oberlin in every aspect
of the game. The 13 to 3 score
reflects the manner in which the
Scots played.
Leading the team with 3 goals and
4 assists, sophomore Chris Lee
helped pave the way to victory for
the team. Mark Baker '96 stepped
in on attack for Adam Kelker, who
was out with a shoulder injury, and
scored 3 goals. As usual attack
man Dick Field '96 was able to
beat the opposing defense and con-
tributed to the scoring with 2 goals
and 2" assists. Midfielders Eric
Williams '97 and Jeff Buhmiller
'98 were both able to score a pair
of goals. Pete Dinardo '97 put in
1 goal and Ronnie Jordan '97 had
4 assists to add to the teams record
book.
Throughout the game the Fight-
ing Scots dominated the Oberlin
team. Midfielders Dinardo and Jor-
dan won the face off battle winning
16 out of the 19, with Dinardo win-
ning 9 and Jordan winning 7. In
goal, senior co-capta- in Brendan
Oswald played a great game mak-
ing 11 saves ami then freshman back-plea- se
see MEN, page 10
-
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a DeaJaoa player prepares the tag
Baseball:
continued from page I2f '
first inning. Travis Snyder '99 took
a base on balls and both runners
advanced when the Denison pitcher
balked. Todd Urban ripped a single
up the middle to score both runners.
Jackson was walked and advanced
when Lake was hit by a wild pitch.
Tim Rupert 99 earneda run-batted- -in
when he took a base on balls and
Bartktt's double to center scored
another two runs. Denison 'spitcher
balked the sixth Scot run home to
help close the high-scori- ng first in-
ning. The rest of the game followed
the same pace. Strong pitching by
Donate lli allowed few opportuni-
ties for the Big Red to score and the
one's they had were put to rest by
the impenetrable defensive infield
ofBartlett, Lake., Guerrieri and Jack-
son. The Scots allowed no runs
while capitalizing on a cold Denison
defense to win the second': game.,
easily, 12-- 0. The Scot's record now
stands at 20-- 6 overall and 7-- 1 in the
NCAC.
The Scots are in action again this
Saturday in a double-head- er against
conference rival Allegheny and.
Sunday in a double-head- er against
Capital. It is expected to be warm
and sunny but then again, Wooster
will be playing baseball so there are
no guarantees'. One thing's for sure,
though, as senior pitcher Matt
Rodgers will attest, the Scots are
prepared to do what it takes to win
ball games. With an experienced
pitching staff led by Rodgers,
Donate lli and Makowski, and con-
sistently tight defense in the field.
all the Scots needed was a little
hitting. And even though the weather
shows little sign of warming up.
Wooster's bats are getting hotter
every game. Through rain, sleet.
snow and cold the Scot s youth and
The-Wooste-
r Voice Sports
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Scots Win 12--0
short and third, his third hit of the
game. Mike Morris '99 ripped a
double up the third base line to ad-
vance Lake to third and Chris Mihin
- '99 roped a home-ru- n over the right
field fence to score three runs. The
Scots didn't look back. Trevor Ur- -.
ban '99 took a base on balls off the
new pitcher tostart the second round.
Jim Bartlett '98, after faking a bunt
to bring in the fielders, ripped a
double down the third base line. PJ.
Guerrieri '96, back after sitting out
due to a hand injury, proved he
hadn't lost any speed by creating a
triple from his hit to centerfiekL He
quickly scored on a pass ball. The
third round began with another base
on balls for Todd Urban '96. Matt
Jackson '97 pounded a hit over the
centerfield fence, unfortunately off
a bounce, to advance Urban. Com-
ing full circle, Lake ripped his fourth
hk of the game into centerfield to
score another run. Nate Timberlake
'98 brought in another run with a hit
to left while Mihin singled up the
middle. Trevor Urban ended the
rally with another single up the
middle to score the ninth run of the
inning. Tyson Crist '96 came in to
finish the game only allowing one
unearned run off a Wooster error.
The Scots soundly defeated Denison
11-- 4.
The second game proved to be no
challenge for Wooster as the Big
Red came out with little fire. Thank-
fully, the Scots pitching, defense
and hitting continued to heat up the
afternoon. NickDonnatelli "96 came
out strong on the mound pitching
into three straight outs. The Scot's
offense capitalized off of weak
Denison pitching and fielding.
Guerrieri was walked to first and
quickly stole second to start off the
I it
Ly
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Matt Rodgers.?? takes to the mound against Denison
Track Teams Truckin'
LUKE ZANNONI
The track teams keep on trucking
after traveling to a non-scori- ng meet
at Mount Union last week. Both the
men's and women's teams competed
against Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity, John Carroll, Westminster,
and host. Mount Union
"Our goal going into Mount
Union, a low key meet following the
big performance at the Wooster In-
vitational, was to run our secondary
events. This should help us with our
primary events later on in the season
and should help us accomplish our
goals,' commented Coach Dennis
Rice. ..
The only first place for either team
came from Deedee Reid '99 in the
shot put with a put of 37' 8 12.
Other highlights for the Lady Scots
included second place finishes by
freshman Krystal Mohn in the 100
meter hurdles, with a personal best of
16.6 seconds, and Ebony Green in the
discus, witha throw of 121 feet Annie
Gillespie '98,in the400 meterhurdles,
and Michelle Poole '97, in the 1500
meter run, also gathered second place
finishes, with times of 1:09.7 and
5:11.9, respectively. Amber Green
'97 in the javelin, Katherine Rath-Cours- ey
'99 in the 800 meter run.
Heather Rowell '98 in the 1500 meter
run, Melissa Eging '98 in the 100
meter dash, and Tracy Wilkes '99 in
the shot put and discus all picked up
Page 11
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third place finishes.
The highest finish by the Scots
were two second place finishes
turned in by Damian Dollard '98
and Jamie FalqueL Dollard ran the
110 meter hurdles with a time of
15.5 seconds, and Falquet ran the
400 meter dash with a time of 51.2
seconds. Other highlights came from
Joe Dzuban, who finished third in
the discus with a throw of 124 3".
and fourth in the shot put with a put
of 41 1 12". Tony Kauke '98 and
Scott Walker '98 picked up third
place finishes in the steeplechase
and 400 hurdles, respectively.
Kauke was followed in the steeple-
chase by Willie Drexler '97, who
finished fourth. Chad Atwell cleared
13' 6" in the pole vault in cold
conditions.
The Mount Union meet allowed a
few athletes the chance to show their
--improvement Rice, commenting
on this fact, stated, "Joe Dzuban is
starting to come around. Chad
Atwell is becoming more consistent
with the pole vault. Ebony Green, in
discus, is becoming more consistent
with her efforts."
The track teams travel to Oberlin
today for their traditional dual meet
with the Yeopeople. Rice remarked.
"It's a big rivalry. Our goal is to win
the meet on both the men's and
women's sides."
Information provided by
News Services.
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Volleyball
Vexations
SARAH ROBERTSON
Volleyball season seems to go on
forever at the College of Wooster.
If it's not women, it's men - fall,
winter and spring. And there's si-wa-ys
a good time in the Big House
(ibo known as the PEC). This past
Saturday was no exception as the
men's club team hosted the confer-
ence tournament. Six teams vied for
the championship: Earl ham,
Oberlm, Ohio Wesleyan, Case West-
ern, Wittenberg, and Wooster.
Though the Scots did not come oat
on top, they dominated the tourna-
ment and proved a lot of things to a
lot of people.
From point one the Scots were
ready to play. Facing Oberlin in
the first match, Wooster took the
first game from the Yoemen in
quick fashion beating them 15--8.
The Yoemen came back ready to
play in the second game and capi-
talized on the Scots' loss of confi-
dence, winning the second game
15-1- 0. The next two matches were,
much like the first with the Scots
losing confidence in the first games
and Case coming back to domi-
nate in the second. Case and
Wooster were the teams to watch
as Case battled to a 15-1- 3 victory
in the first game. The Scots found
their stride in the second game as
they powered past the Spartans
15--9. Strong, consistent serving
and perfect passes kept the Scots
ahead while all-o- ut hussle put them
over the top in the toughest situa-
tions. The match was the best
volleyball either team had seen in
the conference. Wooster returned
after a break to face perennially
strong Ohio Wesleyen. Boosted
by an obvious height advantage
the Bishops took the first game
15-1- 0. But Wooster overcame the
obstacle by stepping up their de-
fense and purely out-hussli- ng
Wesleyan for a 15-1- 1 victory in
the second game.
Excited by playing in front of a
home crowd, encouraged by a Xi
Chi song and some shaky piping,
the Scots swept the last four games
ofpool play. Defending conference
champion Farfftam fell to Wooster
15--8, 15--7, never finding their game
pfcase see VOLLEYBALL, page 10
Ladies Lacrosse Launches Lots
JOE ALLEN
How offensive is the women's
lacrosse team? As a fact, they have
already scored over 100 goals this
season thanks to a balanced attack.
The Lady Scots exploded for 20
goals against Wittenberg last Satur-
day. Unfortanately, they cook not
keep this scoring trend up against a
tough Oberlin team in a 14-- 9 toss on
Tuesday.
Wittenberg opened the scoring
with a goal at 27:55 from offensive
star Jo-- el Miller. This goal woke up
the Lady Scots' scoring instincts.
The Lady Scots wenton a 15-min-ute
scoring flurry and produced 8 unan-
swered goals with six different play-
ers scoring. Many of these goals
were set op with good passing and
strong moves to the cage. Further, the
Wooster defense was stifling and pre-vent- ed
Wittenberg from getting scorr
ingopportiauties. Wittenberg'sMQler
scored at 9:15, but Liz Conrad 96
finished the first naif scoring with 2
goals to lead the Lady Scots into half --
time with a 10--2 lead.
The second half went much like
the first. Wooster opened the half
with yet another scoring barrage of
3 goals in slightly over one minute!
The scoring became more even
handed with both teams exchanging
goals. Winenberg had a 3 goal
scoring spree in the middle of the
half led by Jo--el Miller, but Wooster
answered with a 4 goal spree of its
own. When it was all said and done.
the Lady Scots completely domi-
nated Winenberg in all aspects and
came away with a 20-- 9 victory. Ten
different players scored for Wooster
led by Liz Conrad's five scores.
Jesse BueU 98 had another solid
game contributing 4 goals. The
team's leading scorer. Kate Messer
'99, added two goals and four as-
sists to her season totals. It seemed
that the only thing the Lady Scots
couldn't accomplish in this game
was stopping Wittenberg's Jo-- el
Miller who led all scorers with 6
unassisted goals. Nevertheless, the
Lady Scots played extremely well
and improved their conference
record with this win over
Wittenberg.
Unfortunately, the Lady Scots
couldn't continue their high-scori- ng
ways againstconference power-bou- se
Oberlin. Oberlin used supe-ri- or
ball control, passing, and speed
to beat the Scott 14--9. Oberlin,
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Lady Scots contiaae to prod ace goals
much like Wooster, used a balanced
offensive attack to score their goals.
The game was a defensive battle
throughout with both teams playing
well, particularly both team's
rietminders.
Oberlin opened the scoring at the
2837 mark, but this goal was quickly
answered by a goal by senior Emily
Brunk off a pass from Messer. The
scoring was rather balanced for the
early partofthe half with both teams
alternating goals. Oberlin broke the
game open with 3 unanswered goals
between 8:37 and 2:08 to give
Oberlin a 8--3 lead. Liz Conrad
closed the gapjust before the half to
cut the lead to 8--4 at half-tim- e.
Jesse Buell opened the second
half scoring with a goal at 26:50, but
Oberlin matched ita short time later.
WooffimTnatrryfarrf bark and
scored on a goal by Erin Park 96
assisted by BoelL Oberlin sealed
the game with a 3 goal spree around
the twenty minute mark that put
them up 12--6. For the rest of the
half, the two teams exchanged goals.
Robin Woodard 99 played aggrcs-sive- ly
for the entire game.but turned
Ukti
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it up late in the second half. This set
up several scoring chances that were
nixed by the fine play of the Oberlin
defense and superb goaltending. The
Lady Scots ended up losing the game
14--9. Kate Messer '99 led Wooster
with 3 goals and 2 assists with Jesse
Buell adding 2 goals and an assist
When asked about leading the
team in scoring, Messerreplied,"I'm
excited about being the leading
scorer, and. to be honest. I was a bit
shocked when somebody told me."
Messer added that in the upcoming
games, the team's speed and inten-
sity must remain high and the team
must keep up on fundamental skills,
such as passing and gobbling up
ground balls.
If Wooster follows this advice
and continues their balanced offrt-siv- e
attack and staunch defense. tiV y
should far well in the upcoming
week in which they continue their
homestand and face Buffalo tomor-
row at3.00. Allegheny on S onday at
and penison on Wednesday at
4:00. See voa at the games!
.-
- stats courtesy News Service
Big
Baseball
Bats
Booming
SARAH ROBERTSON
The Wooster Scot baseball team
has something to prove this year.
It's been said before and will prob-
ably be said again; I just said it. But
it's clear to see every time the Scots
step on the field that they are out to
play the best baseball they can and
to win ball games. So far, they have
had great success in attaining both
goals. No matter how cold or windy
it is, and they seem to choose the
coldest, windiest days id play, Wooster
heats up the diamond with strong hit-
ting, solid defense, and consistently
tough pitching. This pastWednesday
was no exception as the Scots hosted
conference rival Denison in a double
header on Art Murray Field. The
wind wasblowing, the fans were freez-
ing, and the Scots were blowing away
their competition.
Wooster returned from Earlham
last Saturday having split a double
header, though the scores showed
how strong the Scots could be. They
lost the first game 7-- 4, as everything
seemed to be going the Quakers'
way. But. overcoming aggressive
and unsportsmanlike conduct from
the Quakers. Wooster's hits split the
seams and their defense picked up
allowing the Scots towin 17-- 4. Matt
Rodgers '96 took a loss while Brian
Makowski '96, pitching a very solid
game, picked up the win.
This week the Scots would not
give up another game as they soundly
defeated Denison in both games.
Rodgers took the mound again in
the first game and pitched a consis-
tent and strong game only allowing
three runs on nine hits while striking
out six batters. The Big Red led for
the first five innings until the Soot
bats started warming up and the
hitlers adjusted to Denison's strong
pitching. Coming off a three tip-thr- ee
down top of the sixth inning.
Wooster took control of the game
scoring nineruns. Tim Lake 96 led
off the inning with a single between -
please see BASEBALL, page 11
